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We propose a scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiment to identify the nature and relative strength of
collective modes in the high-temperature superconductors �HTSCs�. To this end, we show that the pinning of
diverse collective modes by impurities leads to qualitatively different fingerprints in the local density of states.
These fingerprints directly reflect the modes’ magnetic or nonmagnetic character, as well as their wave vectors
and correlation lengths. These results provide an alternative method for identifying collective modes not only
in the HTSCs but also in other correlated electron systems.
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Identifying the collective mode that is responsible for the
emergence of the superconducting phase and the unconven-
tional normal-state properties of the high-temperature super-
conductors �HTSCs� is one of the key issues in understand-
ing these complex materials and the focus of an intense
scientific debate. The problem in resolving this issue arises
from the fact that each proposal for a candidate mode,1 such
as spin or charge modes, or phonons, possesses some experi-
mental support. For example, prominent features in the elec-
tronic excitation spectrum of the HTSCs, as observed by
angle-resolved photoemission �ARPES� �Refs. 2 and 3� and
tunneling4,5 experiments, were argued to arise from a cou-
pling either to a magnetic resonance mode,2,4 seen in
inelastic-neutron-scattering experiments,6–8 or to phonons.3,5

The interpretation of these experiments is further compli-
cated by the coupling between various modes.7,9 Clearly,
new experiments are required that can unambiguously iden-
tify the collective mode giving rise to the complex behavior
of the HTSCs.

In this article, we propose such an experiment based on
the idea that different collective modes, when pinned by im-
purities, exert qualitatively different effects on the local elec-
tronic structure of a dx2−y2-wave superconductor. These ef-
fects can be measured via scanning tunneling spectroscopy
�STS� and hence allow us to directly identify the nature of
the pinned mode. In particular, we show that the pinning of
spin �charge� modes by impurities induces static spin
�charge�–density droplets which act as scattering potentials
for the fermionic degrees of freedom and thereby affect the
superconductor’s local density of states �LDOS�. Indeed,
static spin droplets around Ni and Zn impurities have been
observed in nuclear-magnetic-resonance �NMR�
experiments.10–13 By using the T̂-matrix14,15 and
Bogoliubov–de Gennes �BdG� �Ref. 16� formalisms, we
demonstrate that spin and charge droplets lead to qualita-
tively different fingerprints in the LDOS. For example, in
contrast to a pinned charge mode, a pinned �antiferromag-
netic� spin mode prevents the creation of resonant impurity
states, leads to complementary spatial patterns in the spin-
resolved LDOS, and gives rise to a strong magnetic-field
dependence of the LDOS. These differences are a direct con-
sequence of the modes’ quantum numbers and momentum
structures, and thus are robust features that are insensitive to
the details of the underlying band structure or of the impuri-

ty’s scattering potential. This generality suggests that the
same idea can also be used in other correlated electron sys-
tems to identify the nature of collective modes.

The coupling of an impurity with spin Simp located at site
R to collective spin and charge modes, represented by the
operators se and ne, respectively, is described by the
Hamiltonian17,18

Hint = − JSimp · se�R� + U�ne�R� , �1�

with J ,U�0 and �ne�r�=ne�r�−n0, where n0 is the uniform
charge density. The creation of a static spin droplet requires a
nonzero spin polarization of the impurity,19 �Simp

z �, which can
be induced, for example, by applying a magnetic field
H�Hc2

ab in the ab plane, thus avoiding complications arising
from the creation of an Abrikosov vortex lattice.21,22 The
impurity-mode coupling of Eq. �1� induces static spin-17 and
charge-density oscillations18 described by

�se
z�r�� = J�Simp

z ��s�r − R,� = 0� ,

��ne�r�� = − U�c�r − R,� = 0� , �2�

respectively. Here, �s��c� is the spin �charge� susceptibility.
For the static susceptibilities in momentum space, we make
the ansatz �s,c�q ,�=0�=�0

s,c / ��s,c
−2+ �q−Qs,c�2�, where �s,c is

the respective correlation length, Qs= �� ,��,23 and Qc=0, in
agreement with NMR experiments.10–13,17,24 Note that the re-
sults shown below remain valid even for incommensurate
modes as long as the wavelength of the incommensuration is
larger than �s,c. The mean-field Hamiltonian of the entire
system is given by

H = �
r,r�,	

trr�cr,	
† cr�,	 + �

r,r�

�
r,r�cr,↑
† cr�,↓

† + H.c.�

− �
r,�,�

�gs�sz�r��	��
z + gc��n�r��1���cr,�

† cr,�, �3�

where cr,	
† creates an electron with spin 	 at site r, trr� is the

hopping integral between sites r and r�, and 
r,r� is the
dx2−y2-wave superconducting �SC� gap. The last term in Eq.
�3� describes the scattering of electrons by the total spin den-
sity �sz�r��= �se

z�r��+ �Simp
z ��r,R and effective charge density

��n�r��= ��ne�r��−�r,R. The droplets’ scattering strength is
determined by only two parameters: for a spin droplet by
s=J�s�0,0� and ḡs=gs�Simp

z �, such that
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gs�sz�r�� = ḡs�s�s�r − R,0�/�s�0,0� + �R,r� �4�

and for a charge droplet by c=U�c�0,0� and ḡc=gc.
We study the effects of electronic scattering on the LDOS

by using two complementary methods: the T̂-matrix14,15 ap-
proach, which allows us to investigate large host systems but
assumes a spatially constant superconducting order param-
eter �SCOP�, and the BdG �Ref. 16� formalism, which ac-
counts for spatial variations in the SCOP but can treat only

small system sizes. Within the T̂-matrix approach, the
Green’s-function matrix in Matsubara space is given by15

Ĝ�r,r�,�n� = Ĝ0�r,r�,�n�

+ �
l,p

Ĝ0�r,l,�n�T̂�l,p,�n�Ĝ0�p,r�,�n� , �5�

where the sum runs over all droplet sites. The T̂ matrix is
determined from

T̂�l,p,�n� = V̂l�l,p + V̂l�
s

Ĝ0�l,s,�n�T̂�s,p,�n� , �6�

where Ĝ0= �i�n	0−�k	3+
k	1�−1 is the unperturbed

Green’s function; V̂l=−gs�sz�l��	z−gc��n�l��1;

�k = − 2t�cos kx + cos ky� − 4t� cos kx cos ky − � �7�

is the normal-state tight-binding dispersion, with
t=300 meV, t� / t=−0.4, and � / t=−1.083, representative
of the HTSC �Ref. 25�; and 
k=
0�cos kx−cos ky� /2
is the SC gap, with 
0=30 meV. The LDOS,
N�r ,��=A11�r ,��−A22�r ,−��, with

Aii�r,�� = −
1

�
Im Ĝii�r,r,� + i�� �8�

and �=0.2 meV, is obtained from Eq. �5�. In contrast, in the
BdG formalism,16 one solves the eigenvalue equation

�
r�
�Hrr�

+

rr�


rr�
� − Hrr�

− 	�ur�,n

vr�,n
	 = En�ur,n

vr,n
	 , �9�

with Hrr�
� = trr�+ ��gs�sz�r��−gc��n�r��−���r,r�, and self-

consistently computes the SC gap via


rr� = −
V

2 �
n

�un�r�vn�r�� + un�r��vn�r��tanh� En

2kBT
	 ,

�10�

where the sum runs over all eigenstates of the system.
V=0.7375t yields the same �clean� SC gap as taken in the

T̂-matrix approach. The LDOS is obtained via

N��,r� = �
n

�un
2�r���� − En� + vn

2�r���� + En�� .

In order to identify the qualitative effects of spin and
charge droplets on the LDOS, we first consider the case
when only one of the modes couples to the impurity and
present in Fig. 1�a� �Fig. 1�b�� the normalized spin �charge�
density for a pure spin �charge� droplet �the center of the

droplet is located at �0,0��.26 To directly compare the effects
of the droplets, we use ḡs= ḡc and �c=�s, with �s=5a0 repre-
sentative of the underdoped HTSC �Ref. 12� and we present

in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d� the LDOS obtained from the T̂-matrix
approach inside the spin and charge droplets, respectively.
The low-frequency LDOSs in these two droplets exhibit sig-
nificant qualitative differences. In the spin droplet, the SC
coherence peaks are clearly visible and the LDOS exhibits
only weak Friedel-type oscillations but possesses no impu-
rity resonance. In contrast, in the charge droplet, the SC co-
herence peaks are strongly suppressed and a resonant impu-
rity state exists with corresponding peaks in the LDOS at
�2 meV. These qualitatively different effects of the charge
and spin droplets on the LDOS arise from the spatial forms
of their scattering potentials. For a spin droplet, the alternat-
ing sign of �sz�r�� and hence of the scattering potential leads
to destructive interference of scattered electrons, which pre-
vents the creation of an impurity state inside the SC gap.
This interpretation is supported by the fact that the impurity
resonance of the decoupled �s=0� impurity �see Fig. 1�e��
shifts to higher energies with increasing s, implying a de-
crease in the effective scattering strength of the impurity.
Note also that, while the coherence peaks are absent in the
LDOS at the impurity site for a decoupled impurity, the
peaks re-emerge in the LDOS with increasing coupling to the
collective mode. This leads for sufficiently large s to a
LDOS that is qualitatively different from that of a decoupled
impurity �s=0�. In contrast, for the charge droplet, the scat-
tered electrons interfere constructively due to the same sign
of the scattering potential at all sites, which leads to an in-
crease in the effective scattering strength. Accordingly, the
impurity resonance of the decoupled �c=0� impurity shifts
to lower energies with increasing c �see Fig. 1�f��. The
modes’ different momentum dependence thus leads to dis-
tinct signatures of a spin �Fig. 1�c�� and a charge �Fig. 1�d��
droplet in the LDOS. Finally, note that the pinning of
phonons by impurities, as well as the resulting static lattice
distortions, should give rise to a nonmagnetic scattering term
in Eq. �1� that is similar to that of a charge droplet. Conse-
quently, we expect the qualitative effects of pinned phonons
and charge modes on the LDOS to be quite similar.

An important fingerprint of the spin droplet can be found
in the spatial structure of the spin-resolved LDOS, as shown
in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�, where we present the spin-↑ and
spin-↓ LDOSs at adjacent sites. As expected from the spa-
tially alternating sign of the scattering potential, the fre-
quency dependence of the spin-↑ LDOS at r= �1,0� is quali-
tatively similar to that of the spin-↓ LDOS at r= �2,0�, and
vice versa. This behavior is observed for all sites of the drop-
let that belong to different �antiferromagnetic� sublattices. As
a result, the spin-↑ and spin-↓ LDOSs possess spatially
complementary intensity patterns, as shown in Figs. 2�c� and
2�d�, with the spin-↑ LDOS being large at those sites where
the spin-↓ LDOS is small and vice versa. In contrast, in a
charge droplet, the spin-↑ and spin-↓ LDOSs are identical.
This qualitative difference is directly linked to the modes’
quantum numbers, which determine their coupling to the
electrons.
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Another qualitative difference between spin and charge
droplets arises from the magnetic-field dependence of the
impurity’s spin polarization �Simp

z �H ,T��=CH / �T+��.13

Since ḡs=gs�Simp
z �H ,T��, it immediately follows that the

droplet’s scattering strength and hence the resulting LDOS
are expected to change with H and T. To demonstrate this
effect, we present in Fig. 3�a� the total LDOSs for several
values of ḡs representing different magnetic fields. Consider,
for example, that a given H0�Hc2

ab corresponds to ḡs
=100 meV. Increasing the magnetic field to 2H0 �ḡs
=200 meV� or 4H0 �ḡs=400 meV� leads to a suppression of
the LDOS in the droplet.27 Since the coupling between im-
purity and a charge mode is unaffected by the magnetic field,
the observation of a magnetic-field-dependent LDOS as
shown in Fig. 3�a� is an important signature of a static spin
droplet.

In general, an impurity possesses both a magnetic and a

nonmagnetic scattering potential. However, as long as only
one type of collective mode is present, the resulting LDOS is
quantitatively very similar to that shown in Fig. 1. In con-
trast, if both charge and spin modes exist in the supercon-
ductor and simultaneously couple to the impurity, we find
that the properties of the resulting LDOS are determined by
the ratio �= ḡcc / ḡss, as shown in Fig. 3�b� for �=1 /3. As
� changes from 0 to �, the LDOS changes continuously
from being “spinlike” �Fig. 1�c�� to being “chargelike” �Fig.
1�d��. However, even in this more complicated situation, the
modes’ relative strength can be extracted from the H depen-
dence and spatial form of the spin-resolved LDOS.

The pair-breaking nature of impurities in dx2−y2-wave su-
perconductors leads to the suppression of the SCOP, an effect

that is not taken into account in the T̂-matrix approach. To
study the relevance of this suppression, we compare the re-

sults of the T̂-matrix approach with those of the BdG formal-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Normalized �a� spin and �b� charge densities along r= �x ,0�. LDOS inside �c� a spin and �d� a charge droplet with
s,c=1 and ḡs , ḡc=400 meV �the dashed lines represent the clean LDOS�. Evolution of the LDOS with increasing s,c for �e� a spin and �f�
a charge droplet.
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ism. In Fig. 4�a� we present the spatial form of the
SCOP �see Eq. �10�� in a spin droplet for a system with
N=60�60 sites and the same parameters as above. The
SCOP is significantly suppressed only near the center of the
droplet and quickly recovers its bulk value within a few lat-
tice spacings from the center. To ascertain how the SCOP’s
suppression affects the LDOS, we compare in Fig. 4�b� �Fig.

4�c�� the results of the T̂-matrix and BdG approaches for the
spin-↓ �spin-↑� LDOSs at �cp=30 meV. Both LDOS are in
good qualitative agreement and exhibits the same oscillations
characteristic of the antiferromagnetic nature of the droplet.
The quantitative differences are minimal: first, the LDOS of
the BdG approach undergoes a �-phase shift at 
r
10a0
from the center of the droplet, which is absent for the

T̂-matrix results. Second, at r= �0,0�, the spin-↑ LDOS of
the two approaches is out of phase. A detailed analysis shows

that this effect arises from a decrease in the droplet’s effec-
tive scattering strength due to the suppression of the SCOP.
Since similar good agreement is obtained for a charge drop-
let, we conclude that the suppression of the SCOP has only
minor quantitative effects on the LDOS.

While we considered above a static spin droplet, we re-
cently also studied the effects of a single fluctuating mag-
netic impurity �for zero magnetic field� on the STS spectra.28

We found characteristic signatures of the fluctuating impurity
in the STS spectra as long as the impurity’s fluctuation time
satisfies �S�1 /EF. This suggests that the results shown
above for H�0 might remain valid even for H=0 as long as
the fluctuation time of the spin droplet �created from the
coupling of the mode to a fluctuating magnetic impurity� is
sufficiently long. This fluctuation time increases with in-
creasing damping of the spin excitations and becomes infi-
nite when the damping exceeds a critical value,29 in which
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case the droplet becomes static. As a result, it might be pos-
sible to find signatures of static �or quasistatic� spin droplets
in the LDOS even in the absence of a magnetic field. Note
that the effects of dynamic collective modes on quasiparticle
interference patterns in the LDOS were discussed in Refs. 18
and 30.

Finally, we note that the STS experiments performed to
date in the vicinity of impurities31–33 were performed in the
absence of a magnetic field and have not provided any direct
evidence for the presence of a static spin- or charge-density
wave. As such, these experiments cannot be directly com-
pared to the results shown above. However, the sharp coher-
ence peaks seen by Hudson et al.33 in the LDOS at the site of
a magnetic Ni impurity might represent, as discussed above,
a signature of a static �or quasistatic� spin-density wave.

In conclusion, we have shown that the pinning of collec-
tive spin or charge modes leads to qualitatively different sig-

natures in the LDOS of a dx2−y2 superconductor. In particular,
a spin droplet suppresses resonant impurity states, leads to
complementary spatial patterns in the spin-resolved LDOS,
and gives rise to a strong magnetic-field dependence of the
LDOS. In contrast, a charge droplet induces a low-energy
impurity resonance and shows no magnetic-field depen-
dence. The generality of these results show that impurities
can be used to identify the nature of collective modes not
only in the HTSCs but also in other correlated electron sys-
tems.
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